
3. Implementation 
The complete system can be divided into six main sections as Main Control 

Circuit, Driver circuit, Converter & Inverter Circuit, Power supply circuit, Sensor 
Design and Interface Design. These things are explained in the following sections. 

3.1 Main Control Circuit 
The main control circuit is the important part of the system, which produces 

the control signals according to the algorithm. These control signals are used to 
S\Yitch ON/OFF the 6 IGBTs in the inverter. In this system, there are two types of 
algorithms implemented, one is Six Step and the other is sinusoidal PWM with VI f 
control. To implement these, two microcontrollers are used. 

• OOPic Microcontroller:- This produces the Six Step control signals, get the 
sensor feedback and Display the speed on LCD 

• PIC 16F767 Microcontroller:- This produces the sinusoidal PWM signals for 
the 3 phases using the inbuilt 3 hardware PWM modules 

3.1.1 Six Step Inverter Design 

\1A TLAB implementation of Six Step Inverter Design 

\1A TLAB Program 

t= [0:6]; 

a = [3,6,3,-3,-6,-3,5]; 

b = [3,-3,-6,-3,3,6,3]; 

c =a- b; 

'II bp)ot(3,1 ,1) 

.,tairs(t,a) 

title(' Phase a') 

axis([O 7 -10 10]) 

subplot(3,1,2) 

stairs(t,b) 

titlc('Phase b') 

axis([O 7 -10 10]) 

subplot(3, 1 ,3) 

stairs(t,c) 

title('Phase a - b') 

axis([O 7-10 10]) 

hold on 
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Figure 3.01: Six-step MATLAB output 

Physical Design 

This is a simple algorithm compared to sinusoidal PWM technique. As there 
.tl\' six steps in the phase voltage waveform, it is called Six Step Inverter. 
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Figure 3. 02: Inverter with six /GBT switches 
As shown in the figure 3.03 the six switches (IGBTs) of the inverter are 

,\\itched in a way such that a resultant sinusoidal waveform is applied across the 
·notor windings. For this purpose, the total period is divided into six equal periods. in 
,·ach period two one sided switches & one other side switch will be ON. For example. 
'1- S 1 & S3 are ON, S5 will be in OFF state. The complete pattern is as follows: 
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Figure 3.03: Six-step switching signal pattems 

.\. 1.2 Implementation of Six Step Algorithm in the system 
Six step algorithm is implemented in OOPic microcontroller. OOPic is used 

,h the main controller. When the six step mode is selected, OOPic will produce 
, ariable frequency six step signals based on the potentiometer position. When the 
..;top key is pressed, DC braking technique is used to stop the motor. This is achieved 
'1\ supplying constant DC voltage to two coils only. The magnetic field generated by 
'.he coil will oppose the revolution. As the position of the potentiometer changes, it is 
..:\lmerted into digital using 8 bit AID converter of the OOPic microcontroller. This 
,ligitized value is used to change the period, thereby the period of six steps. In parallel 
\\ i th this, OOPic will process the feedback signal coming from the hall sensor and 
Ji~play it in the LCD. When the sinusoidal mode is selected, OOPic will send a signal 
ll, the PIC to activate it and it continues to sense the speed and display the speed. 

The main disadvantage of six step algorithm is that it can be used to change 
the output frequency only. Output amplitude can be controlled by only changing the 
I )C-link voltage (V de). But in six step, harmonics of order three and multiples of three 
.u-c absent from both the line to line and the line to neutral voltages and consequently 
Jbsent from the currents. In order to control the output voltage, PWM technique can 
he used. Among those many different PWM switching schemes. sinusoidal PWM 
IL'chnique is the most common method. 

~.1.3 PWM Techniques 
While the 3cD 6-step inverter offers simple control and low switching loss. 

I: l\\er order harmonics are relatively high leading to high distortion of the current 
\\~we unless significant filtering is performed. PWM inverter offers better harmonic 
control of the output than 6-step inverter. 

The de input to the inverter is chopped by switching devices in the inverter. 
I he amplitude and harmonic content of the ac waveform is controlled by the duty 
Lycle of the switches. Various PWM techniques include: 

../ Sinusoidal PWM (most common) 

../ Selected Harmonic Elimination (SHE) PWM 
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../ Space-Vector PWM 

../ Instantaneous current control PWM 

../ Hysteresis band current control PWM 

../ Sigma-delta modulation 

3.1.4 Sinusoidal PWM method 

\'1A TLAB implementation of Six Step Inverter Design 

:VIATLAB Program 

n=9; <Yon= (carrier I modulation) frequency 

fc=540; %carrier frequency 

m=O.S; %m =(fundamental peak amplitude I carrier peak amplitude) 

<1<1 tp = nlfc % triangular wave pulse wave length 

ii=[]; 

tt=]]; 

val=[]; 

t_s=(nlfc)ln; % 119 of fundamentallamda 

fori= l:n, 

ii = 1 ii iJ; 

a= (2*pi*iln); 

t = (1-m*sin(a))l(2*fc); 

t = t + t_s*(i-1); 

tt= ]ttt]; 

val= [val 5]; 

ex_t = t_s*i; 

tt = [tt ex_t]; 

val= [val -5]; 

end 

subplot(2,1,1); stairs(tt,val) ,axis([O 0.02 -6 6]) 

x=0:0.1:65; 

suhplot(2,1,2); plot(sin(x)) ,axis([O 65 -11]) 
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Figure 3.04: Sinusoidal PWM method MATLAB output 

Physical Design 

C10 

The most common PWM approach is sinusoidal PWM. Here, three reference 
sinusoidal signals with 120° shifted each other are compared with a triangular signal 
of high frequency. The relative levels of the two waves are used to control the 
-.,\\itching of devices in each phase leg of the inverter. 

As shown in figure 3.05, when the sinusoidal signal is greater than the 
triangular signal then the upper switch of the corresponding inverter leg is switched 
on and when the triangular is greater than the sinusoidal signal, the lower switch or 
the leg is triggered. 

c v w /'"''''" 
V~\z0v!V'\·t 

\ 
,:: - - r-- - -

- - - -

Figure 3.05: Sinusoidal PWM Technique 
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Here, the triangle waveform switching frequency (j~) is called as the carrier 
J1·cqucncy and the control signal frequency ifc) is called as modulation frequency. 

Frequency modulation ratio, mr = j~ I j~. 
Amplitude modulation ratio, rna = V c I Ytri 

l m portant considerations: 
../ Normally rna< 1 
../ Switching losses are high at high switching frequencies 
../ Switching frequency should be kept less than 6kHz or greater than 20kHz 
../ Ifmr < 21, Asynchronous PWM should be avoided. That means, the value of 

mrshould be an odd integer. 
../ Ifmr> 21, Asynchronous PWM can be implemented, but should be avoided at 

lower frequencies . 
../ Over-modulation (rna> 1) gives higher output voltage, but causes the output 

voltage to contain many more harmonics in the sidebands as compared with 
the linear range (ma < 1) 

3.1.5 Implementation of sinusoidal PWM in the system 
PIC 16F767 was selected as the microcontroller for the purpose of 

implementing the sinusoidal PWM technique in the system. This microcontroller has 
~ P\VM modules which can issue PWM signals, where the duty cycle can be changed. 
l hose 3 PWM signal are used to send the switching signals to IGBT inverter. 

The control program was written by MikroC, in which all the power and 
llexibility provided by ANSI C, accompanied with the most advanced IDE on Lhe 
market. The source code of the PWM controller is available in the Annexure. 
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Figure 3.06: Oscilloscope Image for Sinusoidal PWM 

3.1.6 Control Algorithm of sinusoidal PWM 
The control signals are produced using the three 1 O-bit PWM modules inbuilt 

111 the 16F767 microcontroller. The duty cycle of each PWM module is varied 
individually to generate a 3-phase AC waveform. As shown in the figure 3.07. three 
offset variables are used to get a 120° phase shift. Sine waveform is produced by 
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accessing a sine table stored in an array. Sine table is made for angles 90° to 270°. 
These values are repeatedly accessed to get the sine values of other angles. for 
example, the value for 0° is same as the value of 180° and the value for 50° is same as 
the value of 130°. 

b 
120" 

1.0 ~~----~4-~----~~-~----~~~----~?-~~~ 

0,5 

0 a 

-0,5 

i 
- I . 0 L____2... -· _!_ 

Sine Table Value + Offset 1 
Sine Table Value + Offset 3 

Sine Table Value + Offset 2 

Figure 3.07: Three phase implementation Synthesis 

The microcontroller uses the speed change potentiometer's Analog to Digital 
converted results to calculate the PWM duty cycle and thus, the frequency and the 
amplitude of the supply to the motor. Voltage level is changed by changing the duty 
cycle value only. That means, when the duty cycle is high, the resultant de voltage is 
high. When the duty cycle is set to half value, the output will be half of the supply. 
The upper eight bits of the PWM's duty cycle is set using the register CCPRxL, while 
the lower two bits are set in bits 4 and 5 of the CCPxCON register. The PWM 
fi-equency is set using the Timer2 Period register (PR2). Since all of the PWMs use 
Timer2 as their time base for setting the switching frequency and duty cycle, all vvill 
have the same switching frequency. 

Timer1 is used to change the frequency ofthe PWM output. Timerl is a 16-bit 
hardware module available in the PIC16F767. By changing the Timer] reload value, 
the frequency is changed. The Timer1 reload value is based on the potentiometer's 
\DC result, the main clock frequency (Fosc) and the number of sine table entries. 
There are 19 values stored for the half cycle. So altogether there are 36 samples for 
one cycle. As explained earlier, 120° phase shift is achieved through accessing three 
offset registers, where each of these registers will point to one of the values in the 
table. These offsets will be updated in a way to get a sinusoidal waveform, after each 
Timcrl overflow. The Timerl overflow is set as an interrupt for the microcontrollcr. 
In addition to that, there will be an interrupt when the ADC is completed. 

After every Timerl overflow, the PWM duty cycles are updated based on the 
potentiometer setting & sine table value. Then the offset values are updated in order 
to get a sine waveform. The sine table value is multiplied with the frequency input to 
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find the PWM duty cycle and is loaded to the corresponding PWM duty cycle register. 
Subsequently, the offset registers are updated for next access. 

After updating the duty cycle and the offset values, ADC results are processed. 
When the conversion is completed, there will be an interrupt created. When an A/D 
interrupt occurs, the new frequency setting of pot is checked with the older value. If 
those two are different, the new value is used to calculate the current frequency. Also 
the time step required for unit change is calculated according to the acceleration I 
deceleration time. Then the Timerl reload value is calculated based on the pot setting. 

Finally Run I Stop key & Forward I Reverse key arc checked for change in 
position. If the stop key is pressed, DC braking technique is used. That is, only two 
coils will be ON with constant DC voltage. The magnetic field generated by the coil 
\\ill try to brake the shaft in each revolution. If the motor direction key is pressed, 
first the motor will be stopped & then PWMl, PWM2 and PWM3 duty cycle values 
\\ill be loaded to PWM2, PWMl and PWM3 duty cycle registers respectively. This is 
somewhat similar to interchanging the AC input lines of the motor. The duty cycle 
will remain the same until the next Timer! overflow occurs, as shown in Fi;.;ure 3.()8. 
The frequency of the new PWM duty cycle update determines the motor frequency 
and the value loaded in the duty cycle register determines the amplitude of the motor 
supply. 

:':" - -~ ~ ' -:-:- '!":' :;:-" ·":":" : -~!_ ':'":' ~ ~ ~ ~ = 

\ ~ 
Timerl Interrupt Timer2 Interrupt 

Figure 3. 08: Duty cycle change with Timer I 

PWM Duty Cycle = Frequency Setting of the pot x Sine table value Read 

Timerl Reload Value 

= FFFFh- 2 x ----;r-
( 

Forr ) 

sine Sample per Cycle x Timerl Pre scaler x Value of ANl 

3.1. 7 Acceleration and Deceleration 

Acceleration and deceleration time can be changed in the program. Currently it is set 
to 3s. The current motor frequency and the required user frequency which is set 
through the potentiometer are compared. If these two are different, then the current 
J'requency is changed step by step until it reaches the new frequency. The time to 
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change the current frequency by one step is calculated in software, depending upon 
the difference and the acceleration and deceleration parameters in the program. 

3.1.8 Program Flowchart 
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Figure 3.09: Program Flowchart 
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3.2 Driver Circuit of IGBT Module 

3.2.1 Introduction 

It is important that drive circuit design is closely linked to the protection 
circuit design such as, 

• Over cun·ent protection 
• Over voltage protection 
• Provide electrical isolation 

The design of the drive circuit ultimately determines the performance of the 
lCiBT. The characteristics ofthe IGBT change in accordance with the conditions of 
the drive circuit. 

Drive circuits consist of a forward bias voltage section to turn the IGBT on 
~md a reverse bias voltage section to accelerate and maintain turn-off. 

3.2.2 Drive Circuit Design 

The first step of the circuit design was to design the IGBT gate drive circuit 
\\ ith appropriate ratings which matches the selected frequency of operation and 
\ oltages. The purpose of the drive circuit is to provide 

• Optically isolated control signals 
• Inverting the control signals 
• Producing dead band time in the control signals 
• Increase the voltage of control signal to 1 0-15V 

Gate 
Optically Control ,-

Control 1 - - -- ~ Isolated 1 --- -
1 

Signal i 

SlgQQis ""'" ~ ~gn_§l_ -- ; i ------~--: -~ Optocouplers ."--·--- --~ IR210941Cs ~-----~ 
I __ 4_~ f' --- -~ I --- ---.. 1 ____ 1 ---- ---, 

IGBT Module 

_j 

Figure 3.10: Drive Circuit Block Diagram 

The PWM control signals generated by PIC are sent to Opto-Couplers which 
\\ill optically isolate the Drive circuit and IGBTs from the PIC controller circuit to 
maintain a separate power ground in the IGBT side and logic ground in the controller 
side. 

Using a single isolated signal, IR21094 IC produces two inverted signals with 
[lroper dead band timing. As the gate voltage of IGBT must be I 0-15V higher than 
the drain voltage, this IC generates the control signal with this voltage using an 
L'\:tcrnal 15V DC supply. 

As this is a three phase PWM control, three 6N135 Opto-Couplcrs and three 
l R:2 I 094 ICs are used to produce the three phase control signals. The operation of the 
llrive circuit is shown in figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.11: Flowchart of Drive Circuit Design 

3.2.2.1 Optocoupler Isolation 

In electronics, an opto-isolator is a device that uses a short optical 
transmission path to transfer a signal between elements of a circuit, typically a 
transmitter and a receiver, while keeping them electrically isolated. Since the signal 
goes from an electrical signal to an optical signal back to an electrical signal, 
electrical contact along the path is broken. 

For inverter circuits and the like, it is necessary to electrically isolate the 
IGBT from the control circuit. Unlike an isolated transformer, the optocoupler 

• Separate power ground and logic ground 
• Provides significant protection from serious over voltage conditions 
• Withstand fast switching signals 
• Allows DC coupling 
• Also, the optocoupler does not limit the output pulse width 

Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram 
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Simply, when an electrical signal is applied to the input of the optocouplcr, its 
LED lights, its light sensor then activates, and a corresponding electrical signal is 
generated at the output. The simplified diagram of an optocoupler is shown in figure 
3.12 to illustrate the basic operation. 

Optocoupler Selection 

To get the optical isolation, first it was decided to use PC816 optocoupler 
which is a low cost locally available one with the following features: 

• Current transfer ratio (1 1 = 5mA, V,, = 5 V ) 

• Rise time (typical 4 JLS and maximum 18 ps) 

• Fall time (typical 3 JLS and maximum 18 JL.S) 

The following figure 3.13 shows the rise time and fall time observed using an 

oscilloscope. 
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I I 1 1 1 --ize-- -Setup-

Figure 3.13: PC816 Optocoupler oscilloscope Images 

As the rise time was too small to compare with fall time, two separate 
diagrams were derived to observe the values. According to the oscilloscope images, 
the rise time is less than 1.51-ls and fall time is less than 100 !lS. 

The rise time and fall time were comparably large with the duration of 20 kHz 
switching signals and this can be used with only in higher frequency application (one 
pulse width s 1 00 ps (switching frequency :2: 10kHz ). Less frequency values cannot be 

used. 
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Due to these bottlenecks, a decision was taken to select 6N135 series IC 
\\ hich has some robust features as given below even though it was not available in the 
local markets. Ultimately, 6N135 was imported. 

Features 

8 
:.2 I 1-----, ·~ ~ 7 

:: ~ y f--J'~ 
4 ri .L.h.-, 

Figure 3.14: 6N/35 Schematic Diagram 

• Isolation voltage 2500Vrms (min.) 
• High speed: tpHL, tpLH = 0.5)ls (typ.) (RL = 1.9kQ) 
• Rise time (typical 1 J1S and maximum 1.5JIS) 

• Fall time (typical 0.2ps and maximum 1.5JIS) 

PIC control 
signal 

'1/1/v 
100 

- 0 

3.9k 

IV'.fv 

5V DC 
supply 

10p 

0 

Figure 3.15: 6Nl35 Circuit Diagram 

The figure 3.16 shows isolated signals of 6N 135 observed usmg an 
oscilloscope. 

' -. 
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Figure 3.16(a): 6NJ35 Optocoup/er oscilloscope Image (Pulse Stream) 
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Figure 3.16(b): 6N 135 Optocoupler oscilloscope Image (Single Pulse) 

The rise time is less than 5!-!s and the fall time is 1 ~Ls. It is acceptable in 
comparing with switching signals. Furthermore, this way turn-on and turn-ofT 
characteristics determined by gate resistance can be set separately, so it is commonly 
used to ensure the best settings. 
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-'.2.2.2 Control signal inversion and Dead band time generation 
The power of the control signal produced by optocoupler is not sufficient to 

drive the gate of IGBTs. The power required to energies the gates varies with the De 
hus voltage significantly from about SOmA to about 500mA. So the drive ICs should 
he capable of delivering this current to the gates without affecting its performance. 

lR2110 
The gate drive IC is a product of IR part named IR211 0 which is a high speed 

l (; 8 T driver with independent high and low side input signals. 
Features 

• Floating channel designed for bootstrap operation 
Fully operational to +500V (Vonse1), Tolerant to negative transient voltage 

dV /dt immune 
• Gate drive supply range from 10 to 20V (Vout) 
• Under voltage lockout for both channels 
• 3.3V logic compatible (Separate logic supply range from 3.3V to 20V and 

Logic and power ground ±5V offset) 
• Cycle by cycle edge-triggered shutdown logic 

• ton/off (typ.) 120 & 94 ns 
• 

·,:.._·, 

~:~I 
T 

I 
"~ 

l:i 
II li 

~[: 

. 
~ 

L ~-J 

'·./,_ I -t 
' I 

Figure 3.17: IR211 0 Connection diagram 

lR21094 IC 

u 
LCJfc.[: 

The gate drive IC is a product of IR part named IR21 094 \Vhich is a high 
speed and high voltage IGBT driver with single input control signals. 

: atun.·s 
<~~ Flc1ating channel designed for bootstrap operation 

Fully operational to +600V (Yo!Tsct) 

• ()ate dri\c suppl) range from 10 to 20V (Y"u1) 

.::; U nclcr voltage lockout for both channels 
4l :;._1V_ 5V and 15V input logic compatible 

" Shut dU\\11 input turns oiTboth channels 
• l,mio!r{typ.) 7:50 & 200 ns 
<~~ Internal 5.:.J.Ons dead-time, and programmable up to 5us \Vith one t.'xkrn:ll RDI 

resistor 
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Figure 3.18: 1R2 1094 Connection diagram 

An isolated supply is connected between the pin COM and V s- Typically the 
pins HO and LO are connected to the upper side device and lower IGBTs respectively. 
as shown in figure 3.18 (Complete three phase circuit is given in Annexure). The high 
side channel will switch the output (HO) between the positive of this supply and its 
ground in accordance with the input command. C8001 is the bootstrap capacitor 
connected in RHS ofiC which level shift the voltage at V s by 1 0-15V. 

Gate voltage must be 1 O-l5V higher than the drain voltage. This is because, 
being a high side switch, such gate voltage would have to be higher than the DC Bus 
\ oltage, which is frequently the highest DC voltage available in the system. Therefore 
the high gate signal has to be always 1 0-15V higher than voltage at point '·N" which 
may go up to the DC bus voltage. The so-called two IR ICs will be able to give this 
increased gate control signals. 

IR211 0 IC needs two control input signals (direct and inverted signals) and 
.i ust only increases the gate voltage 1 0-15V range in the IC output signals. In addition 
to that, both ICs have protection shut down capabilities. But, IR21 094 uses only one 
direct input signal and easily produce the two output signals with variable dead band 
time. 

So in order to reduce the cumbersome of using extra circuit to invert the 
signals and to produce dead band time, IR21 094 IC was selected even though it was 
not available in the local markets but it was imported. 

Dead-band time 
Because of finite turn-on time and turn-off time of switches. there should be a 

blanking time (tct) after switching one switch off in a leg before switching on the other 
s\vitch in the same leg. The blanking time will increase or decrease the output slightly 
depending on the direction of the load current. 
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Figure 3.19: Dead band time signals 
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Need of Dead Band Time 
It is important to be careful with dead times that are too short, because in the 

n'ent of a short circuit in the upper or lower arms, the heat generated by the short 
circuit current may destroy the module. 

If the two signals were perfectly complementary, then there would be a 
momentary short circuit between the DC bus positive and negative terminals. This 
uccurs when the two signals change their state from 0 to 1 and vice versa. 

--, 
I 

__ j~~ 
' f--' 

l~ 
I 

I 

-----4 r- ,~1 ~ 
w ~ --h~ 

I 

Ph':1se 
,!!., 

Figure 3.20: Inverted Control Signal 

This causes the short circuiting of the DC Bus drawing a high amplitude 
current spike from the source. When this process is repeated at a very high frequency, 
it would cause the switches to heat unnecessarily leading to a probable damage to 
them. 
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Figure 3.21 (a): Dead band time observation using Oscilloscope (Pulse Stream) 
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Figure 3.21 (b): Dead band time observation using Oscilloscope (Single Pulse) 

The dead band timing should be higher than 3 flS to Fuji type IGBT modules. 
\ccording to the above observation, the dead time set to is acceptable. It can be 
mcreased by changing the Ror resistor in figure 3.18 . 

. ~t2.3. Designing protection circuits 
Since IGBT modules may be destroyed by over current, over voltage, or some 

,1thcr abnormal conditions, it is necessary to design protection circuits. It is important 
\\hen designing these circuits that a module's characteristics are fully taken into 
consideration, since an inappropriate circuit will allow the module to be destroyed. 
(For example, the over current cut-off time may be too long or the capacitance of the 
Snubber circuit's capacitor may be too small.) 

3.2.3.1. Short circuit (over current) protection 
In the event of a short circuit, first the IGBT's collector current will rise and 

then, once it has reached a certain level, the C-E voltage will shoot up. Depending on 
the device's characteristics, during a short circuit, the collector current can be kept at 
or below a certain level. However, the IGBT will still continue to be subjected to a 
heavy load of high voltage and high current, and therefore this burden must be 
removed as soon as possible. The amount of time allowed between the start of a short 
circuit until the current is cut off, is limited by the IGBT's short circuit withstand 
capability. Short-circuit withstand capability is 15micro second minimum 

In general, the higher the supply voltage or temperature rises, the lower the 
short-circuit withstand capability. 
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Figure 3.22: Short circuit withstand capability 

The most difficult challenge in producing an IGBT was making gate 
controlled over current protection possible. 

Detection in the circuit 

The figure 3 .23 shows the insertion methods for over current detectors, and 
the below table lists the features of the various methods along with their detection 
possibilities. After determining what kind of protection is necessary, select the most 
appropriate form. 
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Features Detection function 

• AC current transformer available • Arm short-circuit • Series arm shot·t-circuit 

• I ,ow detection precision • Short in output circuit • Ground flllllt 

• Necessary to usc DC current transformer • Arm short-circuit • Series arm short-circuit 

• Low detection precision • Short in output circuit • Ground fault 

• AC current transformer available for • Short in output circuit • Ground fault 
high frequency output equipment 

• High detection precision 
I the' :1 line with • Necessary to usc DC current transformer • Arm short-circuit • Series arm short-circuit 

\\\it. • High detection precision • Short in output circuit • Ground 11llllt 
----

Figure 3.24: Over current detector insertion positions and functions 
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As stated previously, in the event of short-circuit, the IGBT must be disabled 
as soon as possible. Therefore, the delay from over current detection to complete 
turn-ofT in each circuit must be made as short as possible. 

Since, an IGBT turn off very quickly, if the over current is shut off using an 
ordinary drive signal, then the collector-emitter voltage will rise due to the inductive 
kick. and the IGBT may be destroyed by over voltage (RBSOA destruction). 
Therefore, it is recommended that when cutting off the over current that the IGBT 
must be turned off gently (soft turn-off). 

Detection using Vee (sat) 

This method can protect against all of the short-circuit types listed in the 
above table. Operations from over current detection to protection are done on the 
drive circuit side. This offers the fastest protection possible. 

Fuji Electric's gate driver ICs have the same kind of protective circuit built in, 
thereby simplifying the drive circuit design. 

3.2.3.2. Over voltage protection 
Over voltage causes 

Due to the high switching speed of IGBTs, at IGBT tum-off or during FWD 
reverse recovery, the current change rate is very high. Therefore, the inductance or 
the vviring surrounding the module can cause a tum-off surge voltage. 
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Figure 3.25: Turn-off current and wave forms 

The tum-off surge voltage peak can be calculated as follows: 

V cesp= Ed+ (L *dlc/dt) 

dlc/dt-maximum collector current change rate at turn-off 

IfVcesp exceeds the IGBT's C-E (Vces) rating, then the module will be destroyed. 
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Gate Over voltage protection 

It is necessary that IGBT modules, like other MOS based elements, arc 
sufliciently protected against static electricity. Also, since the G-E absolute maximum 
rated voltage is± 20 V , if there is a possibility that a voltage greater than this may be 
applied. Then as a protective measure it is necessary to connect a zenner diode 
between the gate and emitter as shown in below figure 3 .26. 
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Figure 3.26: G-E over voltage circuit protection circuit 

3.2.4. Consideration of Drive circuit implementation I points of caution 

1. Optocouplcr noise ruggedness 

As IGBTs are high speed switching elements, it is necessary to select an 
optocoupler for drive circuit that has high noise ruggedness. Also. to prevent 
mal functions, the wiring from different sides was not allowed to cross. f urthcrmorc, 
in order to make full use of the IGBT's high speed switching capabilities, we 
recommend using an optocoupler with a short signal transmission delay. 

2. Wire connection between drive circuit and IGBT 

When connecting IGBT modules in parallel, due to the gate circmt s wmng 
inductance and the IGBT's input capacitance, as the gate voltage rises a parasitic 
oscillation may occur. Therefore, in order to prevent this oscillation, a gate resistor 
\4 7D) was connected in series to each of the modules gates. If the connection 
bctvveen the drive circuit and the IGBT is long, the IGBT may malfunction due to 
gate signal oscillation or induced noise. 
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Figure 3.27: Gate signal oscillations counter measure 
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.~.3 Power Supply Unit 

There are 3 main DC power supplies require in the power supply unit. 
• DC supply before the optical isolation 
• DC supply after the optical isolation 

3.3.1. DC supply before the optical isolation 

230/18 V 250mA Trans! ormer 
------

' AC 

Bridge Rectrf ier 

.4 __ I -'.J!h 

sJ ,,, 
-VIh 

"'v0l)T 13 
-AJUl _1_ 
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3 I I 2 

T _11 ,,j i *100mrcr~~--- I' .. ---- ___ _ 
I I ~I ---\r LM7812 Re--g-. u_l a-tor 

I 2 
3 -I '''"i v,, _ _., I 

I - Li iD.i J 
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3_ 

L. 
! 
L ________ -- ---- ---

Figure 3.28: DC supp(y before isolation 
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3.3.2. DC supply after the optical isolation 

Bndge Rectifier LM7805 Regulator 

V 100mA Transformer 
4 i '\ 
.sL 

• - l 3 
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I I 2 
_L I : 1..... I 
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Figure 3.29: DC supply after isolation 

3.-t Sensor Design 

5V DC to 
Optocoup,e: 

~ 'tQOm:co -:--1GUn 

~sv JC -i· 
to TR21004 TC 

_L 1 OOrn 1cro ~··'--

Sensors are critical component in a motor control system. Normally there are 
-;ensors detect the speed, current, voltage, position, and direction of the rotating motor. 
Recent advancements in sensor technology have improved the accuracy and 
1·eliability of sensors, while reducing the cost. Many sensors are now available that 
inkgrate the sensor and signal-conditioning circuitry into a single package. These 
-;cnsors are used in the control loop and to improve the reliability by detecting fault 
c:onditions that may damage the motor. 

3.-L 1 Speed sensor design using Hall Effect sensor 
In this programmable induction motor project, speed is the main controlling 

p~trameter and it is important to measure the speed correctly and control it 
:tccordingly. For this purpose, we employed a hall sensor to generate pulses once each 
rotation and this pulse type signal is used to count the speed in the microcontrollcr 
~111d displays it in the LCD in rpm units. Hall Sensor was selected for this purpose as 
it gives required accuracy and performance with very low cost. 

The operating principle of a hall sensor is that, it will induce a perpendicular 
\ oltage when a sufficiently strong magnetic field comes close to the sensor. This 
\oltage is some times proportional with the field strength but a switch type IC was 
selected to get the pulses. Hall element is used to sense the change in f1ux in the gap 
bet ween a magnet and a notch in a rotating shaft or a passing ferrous gear tooth. The 
main advantage of Hall Effect tachometers is that they are a non-contact sensor that is 
not limited by mechanical wear. Hall Effect switches consist of sensor and sensor 
conditioning circuit in a small IC packages. The circuitry inside the sensor typically 
consists of a comparator or Schmitt trigger to provide a digital output signal that can 
he directly connected to the microcontroller. 

Sensor output voltage can be varied as needed because it depends on the 
supply voltage. One drawback in hall sensors is that its accuracy changes greatly with 
the variation of the temperature; anyhow it is not a significant factor in our project. 
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3.-t.2 The Hall phenomenon 
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Figure 3.30: Hall Effect phenomena 
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Figure 3.31: Sensor Internal circuit 

The hall switch is a normally off device and when a magnetic field comes 
close to the semi conductor plate electrons and the positive halls arc separated into 
two sides inducing a net cross voltage across the semiconductor material. Direction of 
this voltage is determined on which pole (south or north) is brought close to the hall 
element. In our particular sensor, manufacturer has specified to use the south pole of 
the magnet. 

Since this small voltage is not sufficient to drive a considerable current, it is 
amplified by a differential amplifier. This voltage gives a triggering for a switch like 
a BJT or an IGBT device, hence with suitable external circuit configurations this 
phenomenon can be used to obtain a signal for a microcontroller or any other 
controlling application. There are two types of functions; linear sensors and digital 
sensors. In digital sensors, a Schmitt trigger has been employed to obtain a pulse type 
signal where as in digital appliances needed. 

Following are oscilloscope images showing the digital hall sensor output 
pulses at two speeds, each one pulse represents one rotation. First diagram shows the 
waveform when motor runs at 170 rpm and second image represents about a 60 rpm 
speed. 
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Figure 3.32: Sensor pulse waveform 
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• One problem faced is that when a magnet field is not present sensor shows a 
high voltage state, and when a magnet field is present close to the sensor it 
shows the low voltage state simply because this is the transistor Emitter to 
Collector voltage. 

• A considerable voltage difference develops across the external resistor, but 
that cannot be sensed in the microcontroller at once because voltages at both 
ends are floating; therefore either side cannot be connected to the ground pin. 

• So the solution found by using an external NOT gate to invert the V cc. This 
signal was directly fed to the microcontroller. The result is displayed in the 
LCD and the value is updated continuously with the operation. 
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3.-l.3 Sensor Mounting 

Hall sensor with connections to the OOPic microcontroller IS permanently 
mounted on the stator and in an additional rotor the magnet is fixed as shown in the 
Figure 3.33 

Sen so 

Magnet 

Sub: rotor 
Motor 

Figure 3.33: Sensor mounting on the motor 

Many sensing applications will need high quality magnets to optimize air gaps 
and provide stable fields over wide temperature ranges. A magnet must have 
sufficient flux density to generate the desired linear sensor output, at the working air 
gap required by the application. Other considerations are the temperature coefficient 
or the magnet and its coercive force. Coercive force is basically the measure of a 
magnet's ability to retain its magnetic force when subjected to a strong demagnetizing 
field. The larger a magnet's coercive force, the less susceptible it is to being 
demagnetized. 

Considering ease of application and testing done with the sensor we decided 
to use a cylindrical shaped Iron-Chromium magnet. 

3.-lA Speed Display 

When the magnet comes close to the sensor a pulse signal is given to the 
OOPic. Then it calculates the speed in rpm's based on the time in-between two 
consecutive pulses. The frequency is the inversion of the time period. 

An LCD was selected to display the speed of the motor. The speed is 
continuously displayed in the LCD unit, as explained earlier. A 16x 1 LCD with 
74 780 chipset compatible was selected for this purpose. An object called oLCD in 
ooPIC is used to configure and communicate with the LCD after connecting with 
suitable input and output terminals in the OOPic hardware as shown in Figure 3.J.I. 
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Figure 3.34: 44780 chipset LCD pin diagram and OOPic connections 
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